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In this paper we establish an algebraic rate of approach to the steady state 
for solutions S(x, t) of the fvilo~ng initial-bounda~ v lue problem in R3: 
V(~(~)(VS)‘) - d(x) S,, = exp(-iwt)f(x), (w > 0, x E V, t >I 0); 
w S(x, t) = 0, (x EL av, t 2 0); 
S(x, 0) = g(x), S,(x, 0) = h(x), (x E V). 
Here V is the exterior fa star-shaped body of finite cross ection, with a 
smooth boundary aV. E(x) is a symmetric matrix with elements W(X) 
(i, j = 1,2,3) in C1( V u W) such that ~inl~l=~ (@I@)~) >, Es > 0 on 
VU aV and d(x) is a function, inCi(V u at’) such that d(x) 3 do > 0 on 
V u i?V. The initial functions g(x) and h(x) are assumed to be in Ca( V u a V), 
as well as the amplitude f(x) of the time-harmonic forcing function. 
We assume that 
(1) f(x), g(x), and h(x) vanish if r > rO, for some Y, such that 
(x:r<Yr,f3aay; 
(2) MaxvUa, 1 r’+“‘(E - d1)l < co, 
M=%mJ I r(V - (4~) 4-w - d~)(x’~y))l -=c 00; 
(3) Max&a, 1 Y~+~’ d, 1 < cg ; 
(4) M=,,, I r2+S’E, j < co. 
Here 6’ is a positive constant less than or equal to one. 6 is the subset of 
aV u V where d, < 0, and 9 is the subset of i+V u V where E, > 0. 
In the statement of Problem (P), and throughout this paper we use the 
following otation: 
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1. x = (xl, x2, ti), and Y = (& (~j)~)ll~; 
2. V = (a/axl, a ax2, alag), and Vt4) = (V, a/at). 
3. If ZI is a vector, then TJ’ is the transpose of r. 
4. If v and w are row vectors with m components, hen v1 w 3 VW’ = 
x:, viwi, v’w = (viwi),,, , and 1 v j = (v * v)lj2. 
5. If IM is an m x m matrix and v is a row vector with m components, 
then 
where M*i is the jth column of M. 
6. N[( >I = Maxzevuav I( >I, 
7. (9 = ( >/(Mintet=l @W 6’)). 
T_jnder the above conditions we prove the following. 
THEOREM. Suppose that 
p = (1 - !C2ey /L’ < I 
for some (arbitrarily small) positive number 6where 
$=Max IU~XIYEJ,~M~X rf [ I II , 
and 
~2 = 2 [ 1 + @I + & N[- +f-,y ] NT1 y;x I r2+8’ 4 I]. 
Then for every xE V the function 
[S(x, t) - e-iwtW(x)] tf(1--LL)-8 
is bounded independatly of t, for all t > T(x). Here T(x) is any positive 
constant so large that he sphere {x: Y < eT(x)} contains thepoint x, and 6 is an 
arbitrarily small positive constant. 
W(x) is the solution of the lliptic equation 
V(E(x)(VW)‘) + w2d(x)W = f(x) 
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on the region V that vanishes on aV and satisfies the outgoing radiation condition 
limp,‘(P) = li+i/ 
i+m 
dr ) gi I2 = 0, 
74 
with 
Here 
V(i) = {x :r < r^} n v. 
The above stated Theorem generalizes the “Limiting Amplitude Principle” 
established by Buchal in [2] and by Morawetz in [8] for solutions of the wave 
equation defined in the exterior of a star-shaped body that satisfy a Dirichlet 
boundary condition. Buchal has shown (see the Remark after Eq. (7.6) of 
Section 7) that [S(x, t) - e-iwtW(x)]tt is bounded independently of t as 
t + 00, and Morawetz by a different argument, that [S(x, t) - eimtW(x)]t 
is bounded independently of t as t -+ co. 
Although our proof is modeled after the argument of Buchal, it does not 
depend on rigorous “far field” asymptotic expansions of W(x), W,.(x) and 
VW(x) - (x/r) W,.(x) as his proof does. As far as we know such expansions 
have only been obtained for solutions of the reduced wave equation defined 
in [We (cf. [5]) and R* (cf. [9]). 
Instead of using far field asymptotic expansions, we make use of the 
estimates 
and 
I V(t+r,) $$ < $ N $1 M + ~1). 
where as above 
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(cf. Appendix I), and of a new a priori estimate of
s I V(t+r,) VW-T wq
(derived in Appendix I) in terms of pr(t + YJ, (t + ~~)~f+(t + rl), pa(t + Y&, 
A’@ + 4, and Jv yl+YI f 12/d2). 
In a sequel to this paper we intend to investigate how the rate of decrease 
of h’(y) as Y -+ co depends on the asymptotic behavior fE(x) and d(x) as 
Y --t co. It is easy to prove that if E(x) = I and d(x) = 1 as Y -+ 03, then 
r3pl’(r) is bounded from above as Y + CO, just as in the case of the reduced 
wave equation. This implies that p,(r), and pi(y) are bounded from above as 
Y + co. In this case lim,, rap,(r) = 0 for sufficiently small 6. If 
lim,,, Y”~~(Y) = 0 for sufficiently small 6, then the Theorem holds with 
6 = 0. (We have taken S(x, t) = 0 on av for simplicity, but the more 
general boundary condition S(x, t) = eeiwtq(x) on av, considered by Buchal, 
presents noserious difficulty.) 
Our result isthe first toestablish a pecific rate of approach tothe steady 
state for solutions f 2nd order hyperbolic equations with variable co fficients. 
Eidus in [3,4] has established a “Limiting Amplitude Principle” forsolutions 
of such equations defined inthe regions exterior to a more general c ass 
of scattering obstacles. But his result does not give aspecific rate of approach 
to the steady state, and is established under the condition that d= 1 and 
E(x) = I as r-+00. 
The solution of Problem (P) can be written i the form 
qx, t) = e-iwtW(x) + uyx, t) + uyx, t). 
Here vl(x t) is the solution ofthe initial-boundary valueproblem (P)‘. 
w 
LU = V(E(x)(VU)‘) - d(x) U,, = 0 (x E Jf x [O, co)), 
u=o (3 E av x (0, co)), 
U(x, 0) = 0, Ut(x, 0)= h(x) - &$g (x E V). 
Clearly, U”(x, t) must then be the solution fthe initial-boundary value
problem (P)“: 
W” 
LU = V(E(x)(VU)‘) - d(x) U,, = 0 (x E v x [O, co)), 
u=o (x E av x (0, co)>, 
U(x, 0) = g(x) - W(x), U&, 0) = L a.9 iw d(x) + iwW(x) (X' '). 
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Therefore, to prove the above Theorem it suffices to prove the following 
three Lemmas: 
LEMMA I. For ev~y x E V, 
(Ia) 1 UO(x, t)l G [B, + B3 + B&l,,(U”, t))+ B&%~(~to, W, 
(lb) I Ul(x, t>l Q [f4 + Bs + B&&oo(~, 0) + %t~~oc(W, 9)” 
if t >, T(x). Here 
8loc( u, t> = ; J-et) [VfiE(VV + d I ut I”1 
with V(8t) = (x : Y < et} n V. B, , B, , B3 , and Bd are defined in Section 7.
These quantities are positive, andindependent of t. 
LEMMA II. The functions 
[l +(+JSP& + 5) +P& 4 4 + (+)‘-‘PlYt + q-1 
and 
A- 
( ) 
l--v 
TO 
&Ix!{ u”, t) 
are bounded independently of t j&r t > To , where To is so large that 
(x : r < BTJ 3 a V, 8 is an ~~tra~Zy s~~~po~tive c~ta~, r, is any po~tive 
number such that rl > r,, , and v = (1 - K1d)-l p’ where p1 is as dejned in 
the above stated Theorem a& K1 = Max(iV[&j, I). 
LEMMA III. t1+8’-z%F& U$, t) and tl+“‘-af@~OC( Utl, t) are boma%d 
independently oft for t2 To . Here p is as defilld in the above stated theorem, 
and 6’ is a positive number such that 0 < 8’ < 1. 
The energy decay estimate for u1 given in Lemma III establishes a fa ter 
rate of decay for &r,,( lP, t) than that previously obtained byZachmanoglou 
in [lo] if p < 6’ < 1. Another improvement is hat our decay rate depends 
on the values of d, and E, only on that portion faV U V where d, c 0 or 
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E,. > 0. If d, > 0 and E, < 0 on all of 3F’ u I’, then our result isthat 
&rloC( u1,t) decays at least asfast as t- (l+s’), 0 < 6’ < 1. His argument makes 
use of a certain solution Y(X) of the elliptic equation 
V(E(x)(VY)‘) = d(x) h(x). 
This function isneeded to construct a solution 8 of LU = 0 such that 
ot = U. (A certain tegral over the region (t = T) n (I’ u 8 V) involving 
U is bounded from above by the total energy of 6; cf. [lo, p. 5071). But the 
existence of the proper solution Y(X) is affirmed bya result ofSerrin and 
Meyers [6,7] (cf. [lo, p. 5081) under the hypotheses 
F-2 (E(x) - I) = 0, 
l$ 1 
i,j=1,2.3 
xi 2 Ei+c) = 0, 
and 
Max avwv (I r s (4 ( + / r2 E (x) 1) < co 
(i,j, K = 1,2,3). 
We prove Lemma III without any assumptions about he behavior fthe 
second erivatives of E(x) as r ---f co(cf. (6.8)). 
The argument we used to prove Lemma III is a slightly modified version 
of that used by Bloom and Kazarinoff in [I], to establish thedecay of the local 
energy of solutions of a more general c ass of hyperbolic equations. This 
argument does not require the use of the auxiliary solution Y(X). 
Note that Lemma II cannot be proved by the method of Zachmonoglou 
since UO(x, t) and UtO(x, t)do not have compact initial d ta. Also the initial 
data re complex valued, but this is not a serious difficulty. 
The proof of Lemma I is given in Section 7.
The energy decay estimates of Lemma II are derived from certain tegral 
identities, which are presented inSection 1 together with the divergence 
identities from which they are obtained. 
In Sections 2-5 we make the estimates hat lead from the integral identities 
of Section 1 to differential inequalities for ~?l,,e( U”, T) and &rloC( Uto, T). 
Lemma II is established by integration of these inequalities, performed in
Section 5.
The method of proof of Lemma III is indicated in Section 6.
1. BASIC INTEGRAL IDENTITIES 
The energy estimates of Lemma II are derived from the following tegral 
identities: 
g(U, T) +F(U, T) = a(U, 0) + G(U, T) + ,,‘s,,,_,,, Re utLU, (1.1) 
where 
Re l7&zE(VUf’) (n =I (nl, n2, n3) is the outward 
unit normal to alq, 
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Q(wl, 9; f) = 1 Re WG2’, 
Y(f) 
B(d, w2;P) -=sv(f)Re G(E - dl) w”, 
S(d, 9; 9) = 1 Re GBv2’, 
r-f 
S’(ol, w2)= Jav Re fPEw2’, 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) hold for any function U E Cs( Ir x [0, CO)) n
cy v u av x [O, co)) with E and d in Cr( F’ u a@. Equation (1.3) holds 
for any function W(x) in cZ( V) f? Cl(aF U V) that satisfies the reduced 
equation V(E(VW)‘) + aa dW = f on V. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are derived from the divergence id ntity 
Re v’4)[(a - V(4)j3(&7(4)U)‘) - ,‘(V’4’UA(V(4)U)‘)/2 + yQA(V(*)U)‘J 
= Re[a - V(*)u + $j V(*)(A(V(4)U)‘) + Re ~(V~)(V(4)U)’ 
+ Re V’4’u [yA - i!?.$d A _ k$!.? A + ((V(49$4] (v’4’i7)‘, 
(1.4) 
where 
A = (,” -$ V(*)(A(V(*) U)‘= L U, 
(Vc4))‘ar = (&J/W) (i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4), 
Xp = t, and y is a scaIar function. 
To get (1.1) we set OL = (0, 0, 0, 1) and y z 0 in (1.4) and then integrate 
the resulting equation ver the region bounded by the planes t = 0, t = T, 
and the surfaces aF’ x [0, T] and ((x, t) : r = 15 + Y, , 0 < t $ T}. 
To get (1.2) we set OL z (x, t+ rr) and y s 1 in (1.4) and then integrate 
the resulting equation ver the region bounded by the planes t = T,=, , t = T 
(T > T,), and the surfaces av x [Te , TJ, ((x, t) : r = t + r, , T, < t < T). 
To get (1.3) we first multiply both sides of the equation V(~(V~) + 
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wa dW = f by w and then integrate th resulting equation ver the region 
V(F) u aV. Making use of the divergence th orem, weobtain 
We next set VW = (x/r) gz + iw(x/r)W + g3, in the first and fourth 
integrals on the left-hand si e of the above quation. Then we take the real 
part of both sides of the resulting equation toobtain 
-2Q(3,9,;f) -2wQ(;iw&;f) 
+ s f; w, 9)T ; 9) - S'(nW, VW) = - H(iW,{; F) . (1.5) 
Equation (1.3) follows from (1.5) by virtue of the identities 
In Section 2 we prove that he left-hand side of (1.2) is bounded from 
below by 
(1 - 8’) E%,,(V T) - C,WJ, T) - G jFtrcr ) dI u 12, 
1 
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where 8’, rl , C, , and Ca are positive constants (given in Section 2)that are 
independent of T. 
In Section 3 we obtain the estimate 
N( U; T, To) < C, jTI &oc(U 4 + W(U, T) 
where Ca and C, are positive constants (given in Section 3) that are 
independent of T. 
In Section 4 we obtain the estimate 
M(U; T, To) 
where C, and C, are positive constants (given in Section 4)that are inde- 
pendent of T. 
Using these three inequalities in (1.2) we obtain (5.1). 
We prove Lemma II in Section 5 using (5.1) and inequalities derived 
from (1.1) and (1.3). 
2. LOWER BOUND FOR (T + r1)6’( U, T) + I( U, T) + J( U, T) + K( U; T, To) 
In this Section weestablish an inequality of the form 
(1 -0') T~loc(U, T) - G-W, T) - C2 jvtT+r ) d I UI2 (2.1) 
< (T + ~1) b(u, T) + W, T) + J(u, T) + & T, ToI, 
where 
~loc(U, T)= 8 j”,,, [VtfE(VU)’ + d 1 U, I”]. 
We assume that (i) U(x, t) = 0 on al’ x (0, cc) and (ii) aY is star-shaped. 
Here C, and C, are positive, independent of T and x; 0 is an arbitrarily 
small positive constant; and8’ is a constant multiple of0. Finally, rr is any 
constant greater than r, . 
First, since U = 0 on i?V, we have 
K(U; T, To) = jTT j-v @En’) v 1 n - VU 12. 
0 
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Since aV is star shaped, Max,.a” x * n > 0. Also by assumption nEti > 0. 
Consequently, 
K(U; T, T,,) >,0. (2.2) 
Next, we note that 
We now let 
(2.3) 
I( U, T) = &(U, T) + 12(U, T), I,(U, T) = jvt,, Re yd UJJt ,
Clearly, 
where 
3 - 0 Max(N[a], 1) T&x(U, T), (2.4) 
and NK )I =Ezl( >I. 
On the other hand we have 
&G? T) 3- (T +YI) ~~p>er~ny(r+rl) d I ur II ut 1
>-(T+YI)J 
2 [I U, I2 + I Ut IV. (2.5) (ranh v(r+TJ 
Finally, we write 
(T + YJ &‘( U, T) = (T + ~1) 8loe(U, T)
+ (T +YI) s 2 T ( >e*)nY(r+r ) 4 vu I2 + I ut I21 1 
+ (T + 4 J 
2 + ( ~eBT)n Y( +r1 ) vUP -dO(V U)‘, 
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from which it follows that 
It now follows from (2.2)-(2.6) that(2.1) holds with 
c, = (1 + ; N[@ - @I), 
8,’ = K#, 
K1 = Max(N[&], 1). 
3. UPPER BOUND FOR N(U; T,T,) 
In this Section weestablish an inequality of the form 
N( u; T, To) < C, jTI &‘loc(u, f) + C&W, T), (34 
where C, and C, are positive, independent of T and of x. We begin by 
writing 
N(U; T, To) = N,(u; T, To) + NAU; T, To), 
N,(U; T, To) = 8 Jr. j-ntb [r V fBr(V U)’ - rd, IUt I’1 
[r V iYE,(V U)’ - d, I U, 12]. (3.2) 
Let u = (X : x E aP’ u V, d,.(x) > 01, and let 
T = {x : x E aV u V, E,(x) S 0). 
Let X(X) be the characteristic function fa and let 1+4(x) be the characteristic 
function f7. 
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We have 
and 
p’ = Max Max X~? 
Similarly, 
- $1 Y vmqvu)’ - (1 - x) 74 I ut 17 
(3.4) 
for any 6 > 0 where 
We conclude that (3.1) holds with 
Note that if d,(x) 2 0 for all xE 8Y u V, then 
If E+.(x) < 0 for all xtzi?Vu V, then 
Finally, if d,.(x) >, 0 and E,(X) < 0 on aV V Y, we have p’ = vl = 0, 
so that (3.1) reduces to
N(U, T, To) < 0. (3.5) 
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4. UPPER BOUND FOR M(U;T,T,,) 
In this ection weestablish an inequality of the form 
for any function U that reduces to-e+4V(x) if I 2 T -+ rl . 
We note first that M(U; T, To) can be rewritten as 
The following estimates hold: 
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M,t U; T, To) 6 -$N[~‘+~(+)]j~j dz 
To r=t+q 
+ 1 
21457, + Y#+~ N [,l+’ ($- - I)] j-f- s, t+r d I%Ia- o-1 '9 
(4.6) 
It follows from inequalities (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) that (4.1) holds with 
c 
5 
= (1 + w") 21/2 Max (N [-$-I+ N [,I+, ($- -I)]), 
CC? = $zN [-$I + 1/$ + y1)6 N ['I+' ($- - ')]' 
0 
c, = 
1 
2 x0( To + Y#+~ 
N bl+fi (-+ - I)]. 
Note that C, , Cs , and C, do not exist unless d(x) is bounded away from 
zero n V U 8V. 
5. BASK INEQUALITY FOR B&UO, T) AND &',,(Ut, T) 
We use the estimates (2.1), (3.1), and (4.1) in the identity (1.2) to obtain 
the inequality 
(1 - 4’) =‘~oc(U, T)- G jTI ~~oc(U, t)
+ (To -j- I& la{ L’, To) + WC To) + &% To) 
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for solutions of LU = 0 on V x [0, CQ) that reduce to -e-zwtW(x) if 
r 2 t + r, , and which vanish on aV. 
The first five terms on the right-hand side of (5.1) are bounded from 
above by linear combinations f b(U, 0), 
=%J=TI, F = T, To , and &‘(Z O), 
where Z is a solution of LU = 0 such that Z, = U. 
These bounds are given by (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5). Inequality (5.2) 
is derived from Eq. (l.l), and it is used to bound 8( U, T), rf = T, To , from 
above by a linear combination of a( U, 0), 
P ss dtW12 ’ r1+6’ ss dl-%12 and &EgT 0 r=t+r, 0 r-t-+-q r-t+r, 
(cf. 5.2). Inequality (5.2) is also used to bound b(Z, T) from above by a 
linear combination of b(Z, 0) and the above three integrals. I(U, To) and 
J( U, To) are bounded from above by constant multiples of a( U, To) (cf. (5.4) 
and (5.5)). Theintegral sl JCHt+rl d( 1W 12/~1+6) is bounded from above by a 
multiple ofp,( T + ri) (cf. 5.7). The integral J$ srdt+,., &JBr’, rf > 0, is 
shown in Appendix Ito be bounded from above by a linear combination of 
sv Yl+8 If/d 12, p2(T + c>, MT + 4, (T + 48~l(T + YI>, and PI’(T + 4 
(cf. (5.6)). 
We combine all of the above stimates o obtain the differential inequality 
(5.8) for &l,,(UO, T)and (5.9) for 8rloc(U$, T).We integrate (5.8) and (5.9), 
and from the resulting equalities, we derive the energy decay estimates 
(5.10) and (5.11) for cC’~,,~(U~, T) and 8iloc( UF,T). Lemma II is an immediate 
consequence of (5.10) and (5.11). 
Specifically, in this ection wederive estimates of the form 
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if U&X, 0) = (l/iw)(f(x)/d(x)) + WW(x), U(X, 0) = g(x) - W(X), where 
2 = j; u + W(x)/iw, 
and 
v, To) 6 Gv, To> (5.4) 
J( u, To) < c12qu, To). 
In Appendix Iwe prove that 
(5.5) 
+ 2w((T + r116 + K2) p,(T + rl), (Ta p 3 0) (5.6) 
(cf. (I-28)), andthat 
T 
ss g+[-&] PlV + r1) (5.7) 0 r=t+71 
(cf. (I-26)). 
Using the above stimates in (5.1), we obtain the following basic differential 
inequalities for &loc( U", T) and gloc( Uto, T): 
(1 - e,‘) Tf&oc( uo, T) d c, J’ 8lOC( u”, q + &quo, 0) + D2@5v0, 0) 
TO 
+ Qp,(T + Yl) + (4 + Do(T + Qh(~ + 4 
+ 244 + c,> KSPl’(T + Yl) + Q 
+ w(Ds + C,) s, yl+‘(lf 12P2), (53) 
where 
Dl = Cl + c4 + Cl, + Cl, + (To + r1), 
D, = C2, 
4 = (Cl + C, + (C&"))(C,, + 2wK8C8) + 2wK3C, 
4 = 2wK2C, + Co + (4/S') WI N[l/d@] C,+ (Cl + C, + (c2/w2)), 
x (2wK,C, + (4,'a2) N[4/drs] Co), 
D, = G(C, + C, + (Czh~~)>, 
4 = 2&h, + C,) + (4/S2) N[d] N[l/@] C, , 
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Integrating (5.8), and then estimating theright-hand si e of the resulting 
inequality for~~Oc(Uo, 7’) from above, we obtain the estimate 
(1 - 6’) &OC( U”, T) < Max@& , H, , H3, Hk) 
x (2jk)yl + &yPlV + 6) +p,v + f-1) + ($yPl’V + 5)) 
(T 3, To), (5.10) 
where 
IT1 = 2w(D5+ C,)rc, 
(1 +++ 24 
To2 T,’ 
H2 = [& (1 + $g”(l + cv J, *, ) + gq> 
0 
and 
v = (1 “‘,, ’
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Integrating (5.9), and then estimating theright-hand side of the resulting 
inequality from the above, we obtain the estimate 
x (+)‘-“[ 1+ (+r(T + r1) + A!(T + rJ + (*)%V + Q)] 
(T 3 To). (5.11) 
The estimates of Lemma II are an immediate consequence of (5.10) and 
(5.11). Note that he Max(H, , Ha , Hs , H4) does not exist if 
or if ayM& (FJ @E(x) E’)) =: 0. 
Inequ~ity (5.2) * d IS erived from identity (I. 1). First, ifU = 0 on W and 
LU = 0, then (1.1) reduces to: 
d?(U, T) = b(U, 0) + G(U, T). 
If U(X, t) = --e-WV(x) for Y > t + Y, then G(U, T) = Gl(U, T) + 
G2(U, T), where 
and 
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We have 
In view of these inequalities, (5.2)holds with 
c,=f+N@-dr], 
Co = (-$--N [$] + ‘“;+ ‘)N [W (+ -I)]), 
1 
G, = (N[+] +;N[+]). 
To get (5.3) we note first that Z(x, t) = $ U(x, S) ds + F@$/z‘w. If
U(x, t) satisfies th  conditions f (5.3), then LZ = 0 on V x [0, cm), 2 = (.! 
on BY, Z(z, t) = (~-~~~~(~~)) W(S  if I > t + r, , and obviously Z& t) = 
U(xS t). So it follows from (5.2) that 
On the other hand, 
These last wo in~quaIities imply (5.3). 
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To get (5.4) wenote that 
qu, To) f tTo ;%) (1 V(r,+rJ d I UT I2 +s,(, +r)d I Ut I’) 0 1 
< (To ; ‘l) Max(N[d], 1) b(U, To). 
So (5.4) holds with 
Cl1 = (To + “) Max(N[a] 1) 2 ‘. 
To get (5.5) we note first that 
Now if U = 0 on aV and p = 4 it follows from the identity 
that 
s I7w<4 I I TJTI” -9 V(i) yc-’ VW r2 
which in turn implies that 
(T 
0 
; rl>4 s,(, +T ) Cl 1
I U I2 G 4N [+] NT1 Qu, ToI- 
We conclude that (5.5) holds with 
C12 = 1 + (2N [$-I N[jl N[d])(T, + rJ4. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA III 
To prove Lemma III we start with two identities. The first is
we T) + I,(u, T) + B(U, T) = UU, To) + I,F’, ToI + W-4 T, To) 
+ M(U; T, To), (6.1) 
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&(U, T> =;t- jT>sT(V U-W' u)'-dI ri, 121(r2 + t2)ltaT 
+ s,,,, [ + Cl2 dI u + rur + ut I2
+( '- ')' d I u+ ru, - rut 12] ltxr, 4.2 
4(U, ToI +~2wA T*) =JIW [I'd + JZUJ~ To)+ J,(U, @A 
h( U, To) = jF (WE(W) + d I U, I”) yq 1 , 
h-T@ 
.Tdu, To) = 2 Re jvfrdC:Ut It=* 9 
_I,(U, T ) = jvd[(~+2Re~ Ur~(12 :@) +2RetdUUt]/ 
t= To 
- Re jr@ -4) druu, Ii T, 
K(u; T, T,,) = jTl tjvr(F&. VU’ - d, / U, I”) 
m((v; T, To) = -2 jTI jv Re Dt(E - dl)(VU)‘, 
and 
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where ((x :r < r2) 1 av). The second is 
~T-o?-(U, T) = ~TOTW Oh 
where 
(6.2) 
The above identities hold for solutions f LU = 0 on V x [0, co), with 
compact initial d ta that vanish on aF’ x (0, co). These identities are both 
obtained from the following divergence id ntity. 
Re Vc4)[(~ * V’4)U)(A(V(4)U)‘) - LX’(V(~)UA(V(~)U)‘)/~ 
+ Q(yA + B)(WU) + C’ 1 u 1721 
= Re[or * Vt4)U + $71 LU + Re U[(V(4)y) A + Vc4) *B + C](V(4)U) 
+ (v (4;*c), U,2+ReV(4,+A- (‘(“;-) A- (a’;(4’) A 
+ ((V(4))‘~)A](V(4W)‘, (6.3) 
where 
V’4, . B = -$- B41, ; B@, 4 Bp8, V . B*’ . 
To get (6.2) we set 01 E (0, 0, 0, l), y E 0, C = 0, B = 0 in (6.3) and 
then integrate th resulting equation ver the region bounded by the hyper- 
planes t = 0, t = T, and the lateral surface aF’ x [0, T]. 
To get (6.1) we set 01 = (2xt, t2+ t2), y = 24 B’* E (O,O, 0 O) 
(i = 1,2,3) B4* = -B *4’ = (-(j3 + (t2)/r2) x, O)d, 
(Bi* = i-th row of the matrix B), 
c= 2t;d+rd,-d- ( ;d), 
rd= (&d+$+2tGd, 
where p is a solution of the 1st order equation 
We integrate the resulting equation over the region bounded by the 
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hyperplanes t = Z’,,  t = T ( To < T), and the lateral surface aV x [T,,  T]. 
We take T,, so large that {x : Y < eT,> 3 aV. 
By an argument similar tothat used by Bloom and Kazarinoff in [l] we 
establish that 
A( U, T) + I,( U, T) + B( U, T) 3 (1 - &a’) T2~10c( U,T) 
- D,T1-s'&'~oT(U, 0), 
where 0 < 8’ < 1, 0,’ = K@ with 
(6.4) 
~2 = 2 [ 1 + N [aI +&N [+] N rf]Wy I?+a 4I)], 
and where 
Dl = 4 (1 + $)‘-“( 1 + 4(g ; s,)) N [f] N [Y~+~’ dJ 
+ 
2 (1 + 2)” 
#gl+"' 
N [,l+,‘(i? - dl)]. 
We furthermore establish that 
JJ U, To) + J,(U To) + J,(C %I + Wu; T, ToI +WU; T, ToI 
< 2 s yI (p’t + p’) &o,( U, t) + D,T1-“‘~ror(U 0) + D&‘ror(U 01, 
where 
(6.5) 
D, = (2/(1 - 6')B1+8')Max[ib'I'k~ 1 ,s+“‘E, IMax 1,a+“‘& I], 
xe3 
p’ = M=[yzx I ~2, I, yz 1 rd,. I], $’ = 2N [$ -I] Max(1, N[d]) 
and 
D2 = 2(T, + yJ2[1 + Max(L N[& + (4N[dl + W4J) N[ll 
+ ; Max(N@J, l)] + (2/T,*V+Vi) N [~l+f+ - I)] Max& N[d]). 
The estimates (6.4) and (6.5) together imply the differential inequality 
(1 - 4’) T240c( u, T) - 2 1; (cL’~ + 12’) &loc( u,t) 
< (Da + (4 + D2) T1-“‘) ~ror(U, 0) (T 3 T,,), (6.6) 
for the local energy of U. 
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Setting U = vl(x, t) in (6.6) and integrating, we obtain the decay estimate 
from which Lemma III follows: 
x [[((A - &) + (1 y23 (A - -+) 
0 0 
TWLJ 
x ezp’To + As] (1 :;,‘)T 
+ [((A - A) + (*! y2p) (A - &CT) &) 
0 0 
(4 +D2) 
' e2p'To + A] (1 _ 0;) T1+6'--20' (6.7) 
where p = p’/(l - 0,‘) and fi = &‘/(l - 0,‘). 
This inequality mplies that blOC(U1, T)decays to zero at least as fast as 
the algebraic function T-1-8’+2u, 0 < 6’ < 1, if 
and 
(Note that 
and 
N[rlfs’(E - dl)] < co. 
Max ) r2+6’& 1< N[Li] iU$x 1 Y~+~‘E~ (,
xd 
N[r1+8’(l? - &)I ,( N[l] N[Y~+~‘(E - dl)]. 
7. PROOF OF LEMMA I 
To prove Lemma I we start with the representation 
(6.8) 
U(x, T) = K,(u; x, T) + K,(U; x, T) + &(u; x, T) + fG(U; x, T) (7.1) 
(0 < I x - x0 I < P” <P’ < PI, 
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where 
K&l; x, T) = J”,, @(a> Y@) V(Jq~)(VU(~, T))‘h 
Here s(p) = {a : 1 9 - x,, 1< p}, s(p’, p)= {cG :p’ < ] k - x0 1 < p}, 
with 0 < p’ < p. The function @(a) is a twice continuously differentiable 
function s(p) with the following properties: (i) 0 < Q(9) < 1 on s(p); 
(ii) @(a) = 1 on &I’); (iii) Q(9) = 0 outside s(p). The function Y(d) is the 
solution ofthe elliptic equation 
V(E(x)(VY(2))‘) = qa, x) 
that reduces to1 2 - x 1-l if E(x) = I. We choose p sufficiently sma lso that 
E(x) can be diagonalized by a continuous, orthonormal matrix M(x) if 
‘% ES(P)* 
The argument used to derive (7.1) issimilar tothat used by Morawetz in 
[S] and Buchal in [2]. 
To estimate Kr( U; X, T) we note first that 
K,(u; x, T) = - 
J &'.I)) 
U@, T) Y(2) V(E(x)(V@(Lq)') 
since 
-21 sb'd 
up, T) V@+i?) J ?(x)(vY(a))' 
v(E(x)(vY(a))‘) = 0 if 1 x - x0 / < pfl and P’ d I f - x0 I G P* 
Using Schwartz’s inequality, we obtain the estimate: 
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Here 
and 
This inequality holds if T 2 Tl , where Tl is any positive number such 
that OT, > I x0 I + p. 
It follows from the identity 
that 
if U = 0 on av. 
Making use of this estimate inthe above inequality forK,(U; x, T), 
we obtain the result that 
where 
&(u; x, T) < B,(hoc(U, W (7.2) 
B, = (4N [&I N[l]) B,‘. 
If LU = 0 on V x [O, co), then 
V(E(d)(VU(% T))‘) = 44 Ut,(% T), 
and 
K,(u; x, T) = s *(p) @WI m 44 Uttct 9 
Using Schwartz’s inequality, we get 
K,(U; x, T) =G B, (s,,,, d I utt 12)“’ < B,(&,c(ut 9 T))“” (7.3) 
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if T > Tl , where 
For Ks( U; x, T) we have the inequality 
&(U; x, T) < B@loc(U TN* (T 3 T,), (7.4) 
where 
B, = 1/z (s,,,, I E(x) - E(a)12  VY /2)1’2 (N[i])li2. 
Again using Schwartz’s inequality, we find that 
&(u; x, T) < B#mc(U, TN+ (T 3 T,), (7.5) 
where 
& = d/z cs,,, I J?) - E(X)12 I Y12y2 ( $IV@ I). 
It follows from (7.1) and inequalities (7.1)-(7.5) that
U(x, T) < [B, + Bs + BiWloc(U, TN* + B,(&dUt , T)) f (7.6) 
if T >, TL . In particular this inequality holds if U = UQ or U = V. 
Note that in contrast tothe analogous e timates used by Morawetz [8] 
and Buchal [2] to establish a specific rate of approach to the steady state 
for solutions f the wave equation, urestimate for U(x, T) does not involve 
integrals of 1U 1s. In fact he argument of Buchal appears tous to be in- 
complete. In [2] the integral of IU I2 is bounded from above by &rO,(J” U, T). 
But it does not appear to us that arate of decay for the local energy of the 
function JtU introduced by Buchal can (as he claimed) beobtained bythe 
same argument that he used to establish a rate of decay for 8&U, T) and 
c-A?~~~(U~ , T). The difficulty is encountered in trying to estimate the integral 
JV(r+rll ( s”U 12. (In Buchal Y, = a). Although it is true that 
it is not clear to us how to construct St St U with the proper far field behavior 
by following his prescription, so that he right-hand side of this inequality 
can be estimated by using the same argument employed to estimate &(s” U, T), 
as he claimed could be done. 
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APPENDIX I 
To derive (5.6) westart with identity (1.3). The following estimates hold 
for the terms on the right-hand si e of (1.3): 
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and 
S’(nW, VW) = /avRenE(VW)‘iT = 0 
since W(x) = 0 on ai? 
To estimate (l/u~)S ((x/r) W,L& ; Y^) we note first that 
We next make use of the identity 
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(I-81 
(I-9) 
(I-IO) 
(I-11) 
where Maxi, 1 x f < r” < r^ and V(?, F) is the region between the spheres 
V(Y) and V(r). 
The left-hand side of this identity is equal to 
f,l I w I2 (5 (E - m 5 ) - J-+ I w 12(? P - w $j 
- j-F(imF) $ (Iw 12; (E - a r-,. 
But 
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In view of (I-l 1) and (I-12) wehave 
sy(t,f) [2 Re w-d~)~)w+Iwl~(v-~a,)((E-~dl)~) 
- f j w I* (S(E - dl) +)I 5% 0. (I-13) 
Differentiating both sides of (I-13) with the respect tor” and referring to 
(I-IO), we obtain the result that 
It follows from (I-14) that 
Combining the estimates (I-1)+-9) and (I-15), we obtain the inequality 
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and 
Kh = AiN [~I* 
We now choose 
and 
p = ; (2 + N [~I j-‘N-l [I?? - tit]. 
With this choice of p and X 
x N[rl++1)] 
(I-18) 
(I-19) 
(I-20) 
KS’ = [ 1 + f (2 + N [-&I j N [i? - c@] N [$- - i], (I-21) 
and 
Now the identity 
(I-22) 
(I-23) 
implies that 
f 
lJv< 
r-4 r 
(I-24) 
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It follows from (I-16) and (I-24) with K1, K2’, KS’, K4, and K5 given by 
(I-19)-(1-23) that 
+ K5 jqzf d I 91I2 + ;s,,;, G+’ !$’ (I-25) 
where 
K3=K;+N[d]N[;]Kp. 
The identity 
implies that 
Making use of (I-26) in(I-25), we obtain 
$-Q@T ,g~ ; y') d (r" + K2) s,,,, dr I 91 I2 
+ K, s,,, dI 91 I2 + K5 jTcf dr 1% I2 
+ $ jvrl+q. 
It follows from (I-27) that if 0 < Z? < T, then 
1 T 
z- rf SI 
~TE~T' < ((T + Q + K2)pl(T + rd 
r=-r+q 
+ K&D" + rl) + KFA'P' + ~1) 
(I-26) 
(I-27) 
+ k jvr1+8 ()' (T 2 T > 0). (I-28) 
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and 
K, = ; N [&I K,‘. 
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